Honda odyssey forum

Despite being an extremely popular car brand, Honda has experienced numerous problems with
their Odyssey model. Throughout the years, the Honda Odyssey has experienced transmission
problems in many of their cars, with a more prevalent problem during the years of Honda began
marketing and manufacturing the Odyssey in , creating a smaller minivan for the middle class
market. Since , Honda has made a bigger version of the Odyssey in North America to fit bigger
families and more items. Unfortunately, is when the transmission problems began, citing issues
with the transmission durability in the 4-speed automatic car. The Honda spokesperson stated
that the 4-speed models were characterized by a faulty bearing which would break apart, and
send fragments of metal into the passageways in the transmission, causing it to shift
unintentionally. Honda tried to remedy the issue by including a 5-speed automatic transmission
on the Odyssey, but that transmission system experienced problems as well, with users citing
reliability problems. The 5-speed models were generally damaged by the wear and tear of the
third gear clutch. The clutch material would become afflicted by abrasion, which would scatter
bits around inside the transmission, causing erratic shifting once more. Drivers would succumb
to slipping or not being able to shift between gears while driving. A second problem occurred
with the 5-speed transmission system in the Honda Odyssey. The second gear reportedly could
overheat and break, causing the transmission to lock while driving. Even with Honda adding a
transmission cooler, the transmission fluid temperatures were still rising too high. The Honda
Odyssey has experienced transmission problems in various years, from , models, and We will
begin with discussing the Honda Odyssey transmission problems by year , and the average
cost to fix the problems. The Honda Odyssey is when the transmission problems began. Many
users reported having their transmission replaced at an earlier mileage, and still having to get a
new replacement at just , miles later. Some users have noted that this model of the Honda
Odyssey experiences transmission problems and failure without any real warning signs before
failing completely. You might be driving down the road and have no warning lights or no
symptoms, and then your car will just fail. Within the Honda Odyssey complaints, most of the
complaints are due to transmission failure. The additional issues with the transmission deal
with rough shifting, transmission slipping, transmission shuddering, and some issues with the
torque converter. The reported repairs that can fix your failed transmission are to replace the
transmission, PCM, valve, and sensor. There are multiple reports of this transmission failure not
being the first for the Honda Odyssey owners, causing them to second-guess buying a Honda
Odyssey in the future. Tujhe Honda Odyssey followed suit with numerous reports of
transmission problems, with the main report being transmission failure. The additional
transmission issues were transmission slipping, Tcs and engine light coming on, and issues
with the automatic and manual transmission powertrain. Even though the lights coming on are
not the most severe issues when it comes to cars, transmission failure is something that needs
to be fixed. The main solution to the problem is to replace the transmission, with some users
needing to also replace the torque converter for a complete repair. The complaints of
transmission issues continue in the Honda Odyssey model. This model has one of the highest
reports of transmission issues out of all of the Honda Odyssey models, and has the highest
incident report when dealing with chronological order. The main problem with the transmission
is transmission failure, accounting for most of the complaints. The additional problems that
users have reported with this model are the transmission slipping and banging while shifting,
transmission disengaging while using, showing a Code P, flashing D light, losing gears,
accelerating without meaning to, shaking when shifting, and leaking transmission fluid. The
only solution to this problem is to replace the transmission. The solution to this transmission
problem is to replace the transmission. The P Code can typically be fixed by taking your car to a
technician, where they can perform certain tests. They will run a DTC scan and find an incorrect
gear ratio. After they notice this, they can check the saved data and drain particles within the
transmission. Dealing with the major problem, the transmission failure, this will be the most
common fault htat Honda Odyssey users associate with their car. The solution to this problem
is to replace the transmission. The Honda Odyssey continues with the worst models of the
Odyssey car, arguably between the years of The model has numerous reports of the
transmission failing, slipping, hesitation between gears, jerking when shifting, whining, and
shaking at higher speeds. With this many problems, you might want to consider selling your car
to a reputable source. The only solution to transmission failure is to replace the transmission,
or, if you want to save money and extend the timeline of the repair process, you can rebuild
your transmission. The Honda Odyssey starts to see the reports of transmission problems
begin to die-down, compared to the staggeringly-high numbers put forth between the models.
The model has more reports of body and paint problems than transmission problems, which is
the first year that the Odyssey has another category at a higher level of issues than the
transmission system. Within the transmission problems arena, the main issues you will see are

transmission failure and some issues with shifting gears. The main solution to this problem is
to replace the transmission, with some owners choosing to undergo the lengthy process of
rebuilding it instead. The Honda Odyssey is where the company finally got it right. When
looking at the model as a whole, the transmission problems are listed in the middle of the pack
in terms of issues that owners have reported, compared to the top for all previous years. The
owners reported many more issues with body and paint problems than transmission problems
for the version. The most common reports with the transmission problems in the Odyssey are
the vibration converter failing, transmission failure, shuddering when shifting, humming from
transmission, and torque converter shifting. The main solution is to replace the torque
converter. When the car is shuddering while you're shifting gears, this is a lot of times due to
the torque converter needing to change. A hum from the transmission typically means that your
transmission is beginning to fail, which in turn, leads to transmission failure. The Honda
Odyssey models saw great years in terms of transmission performance. The reports of
transmission issues were much lower than the period, with being the first year that the Honda
Odyssey had positive feedback about their transmission system. The Honda Odyssey had
better reports of their transmission performance according to the Consumer Reports online
edition in June In , the Odyssey was the best selling minivan in the United States. In , the Honda
Odyssey received a new look, and included some high-tech features like an audio jack and
backup camera. Unfortunately for Honda, the transmission problems came back â€” although to
a lesser extent â€” in The and Honda Odyssey models show a trend of transmission problems
due to the clunking and jerking while shifting gears. Fortunately, the solution much of hte time
did not require a full replacement of the transmission system to solve the problem. There are
other methods, like a transmission flush, that your technician can try to save the transmission.
The Honda Odyssey minivans were recalled for a transmission that reportedly could shift
unexpectedly while driving. Honda uses a speed transmission in the vehicles that were recalled.
A loose battery terminal connection, or a faulty battery, were the cause of the transmission
issues which caused it to intermittently reboot â€” unintentionally. When the unit is forced to
restart, it might automatically shift the transmission into park position, which could be very
dangerous while driving. Honda dealers came up with a remedy to the problem by ensuring that
all battery connections were secure when owners bring their cars in. They also said they would
update the TCU software, which would change the action of the transmission if a reboot would
occur. If you want to save money for a new car, bring your junk car into CashCarsBuyer so we
can give you a fair quote for your vehicle â€” this way, you can walk out with some quick cash
for your next vehicle purchase! Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved.
New Honda Odyssey Hybrid Release Date, Price, Mpg â€” As soon as the excellent marketing
calendar year, the particular Honda company determines to create facelift with the preferred
loved ones minivan Honda Odyssey Hybrid. The newest product might be a classy, practical
and will also deliver a lot of standard safety features. As well, the following unit is exceptionally
spacious and its provided with six car seats. Along with the powerful engine regarding 3,5 litre
V6, the actual towing of the version might be kilos. Nonetheless, the particular trims such as
Visiting and also High level will receive a towing improve about fat a lot more. That Odyssey is
set in sixth-technology along with it includes numerous changes. That unit seems more
pleasing, and several trims will receive an increase in the overall look. The conventional a single
or perhaps starting point LX unit will get inches blend tires, multiple-reflector halogen front
lights plus back end personal privacy window. The modern Honda Odyssey Hybrid is
additionally inside the supply, which minivan will take a lot more overall look changes. Since we
currently composed at first, safety on this unit can be excellent along with consumers can get
having normal design functions prefer Crash Mitigating Braking Technique CMBS. That inside
about Honda Odyssey Hybrid will be trendy, massive along with techier than previously. The
producer chooses to generate an incredibly useful quality cabin in the modern Honda Odyssey.
A starting point design LX may be the cut that can be provided with a lot of extra features. That
cut will incorporate attributes prefer 5 in. Shade Liquid crystal display display screen, electrical
power front side seating, thrust-option commence, multiple-position rearview digital camera,
and even Wireless Bluetooth connection. The actual one of the more machines is that EX-L
reduces. The most up-to-date Odyssey is going to be run with similar engine alternatives as
being the forerunner. Beneath the bonnet can be resting a 3,5-liter V6 engine which enables
Horsepower result. The regular version might be linked to the 9-rate automated transmission.
When it comes to Visiting in addition to Professional, these trims will likely be available together
with the modern in addition to increased pace mechanical. As well, this kind of transmission will
provide higher toughness. This towing Capacity of your coming Honda Odyssey Hybrid is
additionally high. This bottom version can pull an optimum of kilos. Having said that, the
particular trims Visiting in addition to High level that includes the latest quickness programmed

transmission can remove kilos far more or maybe weight. The exact same towing Capacity
offers designs Sedona and also Sienna. A Chevrolet Pacifica as being the Dodge Grand Caravan
designs give minimal much better towing having the amount of fat. Along with the selling prices
previously mentioned, the newest Honda Odyssey Hybrid design can be a little in front of the
Sienna. Skip to content. About Author Mark. Our basic servicing package include engine oil 4L
or 4 Quarts and oil filter plus the 16pt checks. Please contact us on the actual servicing package
price for your car model. For any enquiry, feel free to contact us at during office hour Monday to
Saturday from 10am to 7pm or after office hour. Extraordinary deal from Jaguar! Read more
Forum Blog Sell Cars Market. Forums Blogs Marketplace. Manage Ads. Honda Odyssey
Servicing Package. Suitable For. Honda Odyssey. Contact Seller. Posted on: 17 Jan Updated on
: 17 Jan Report Error. For more of our products, please visit our company website at: More
items from this seller. Aluminium Grill Mesh. Foot Brake Pedal Cover Auto. Head Rest Pillow.
Universal Car Curtain. Door Mould. Leather Key Pouch. Bonnet Sound Proofing Mat. Blind Spot
Mirror. Chrome Transformer Stickers. Honda Accord. Similar Items. Lexus LSL. Vehicle
Pre-Inspection Check. Lexus LShL. Lexus ESF. Lexus ES Lexus IS Lexus LS Private Hirer
Vehicle Servicing. Lexus ISC. Mobil 1 Turbo 15W50 Vehicle Servicing. Related Searches :
Vehicle Servicing. Email Enquiry This enquiry will be sent directly to the seller. I am interested
in the "Honda Odyssey Servicing Package". Sign In Sign Up. New Honda Odyssey tampil
dengan desain eksterior yang elegan dan dinamis, mendukung segala aktivitas Anda untuk
tampil outstanding. Kemudahan akses keluar masuk kabin menambah kenyamanan dan
membantu Anda dalam mengakomodir berbagai kebutuhan. Kabin New Honda Odyssey yang
luas dan nyaman memanjakan Anda dan keluarga dalam menikmati perjalanan. Kemewahan
serta kenyamanan premium pada baris kedua yang lega layaknya berada di kelas bisnis kabin
pesawat, memberikan Anda kesempatan menikmati saat bersantai dengan lebih meyakinkan.
Rasakan kecanggihan fitur New Honda Odyssey yang akan memudahkan aktivitas Anda selama
berkendara. Berkendara dengan fitur-fitur keselamatan terdepan, New Honda Odyssey
memberikan Anda kenyamanan dan keamanan selama di perjalanan. Paduan kemewahan dan
kecanggihan teknologi di kabin depan melengkapi kesenangan saat berkendara. Silahkan isi
form di bawah ini untuk konsultasi pembelian mobil Honda Anda. Sales consultant Honda akan
menghubungi Anda untuk membantu lebih lanjut. Pilih model mobil yang Anda inginkan. Pilih
Dealer. Kapan Anda ingin membeli mobil? Bulan ini 1 bulan ke depan 3 bulan ke depan 6 bulan
ke depan. Silahkan isi data diri anda. E-mail Optional. Preferred Time 9ampm 12pm-2pm
2pm-5pm. Privacy Policy Cookie Policy. Saya telah membaca da
club car wiring diagrams 48 volts
vanagon auxiliary battery wiring diagram
k9 car alarm wiring diagram
n menyetujui Aturan Penggunaan dan Kebijakan Privasi honda-indonesia. Verifikasi data!
Silahkan melengkapi proses dengan memasukan Kode OTP yang kami kirim ke nomor anda.
Kirim ulang kode. Masih mengalami kesulitan? Gunakan nomor yang lain. Visit Dealer Website.
Open on Google Maps. Choose model you like to test drive. Phone Optional. Choose your
preferred Honda Dealer. Isi data diri anda di sini. Nomor Telepon Optional. Saya ingin menerima
informasi terbaru dan penawaran ekslusif mengenai Honda melalui email. Pilih varian model
dari mobil yang anda pilih. Explore Exterior. Interior Detail. Explore Performance. Explore
Technology. Explore Safety. Comfort Enhancement Details. New Honda Odyssey 2. Harga dapat
berubah sewaktu-waktu tanpa pemberitahuan sebelumnya. New Honda Odyssey Variants:.
Sistem Kemudi. Sistem Suspensi. Suspensi Depan Suspensi Belakang. Sistem Rem. Ban Velg.
Fitur Keselamatan. Fitur Keamanan. Kirim Simulasi Kredit ke Email Email. Mau dapat informasi
terbaru dari Honda?

